
Cultural Creative Economy – Conditions to Catalyse Territorial Development

- Executive Summary by the european centre for creative economy -

Territorial Development by the Cultural Creative Economy in the 21st century takes place in a 
different setting than in the 20th century, which largely focused on large-scale investments in built 
infrastructures. Today, ecce advocates an investment shift towards immaterial infrastructures 
catalysing territorial development. These infrastructures are built by cultural creative industries 
stakeholders and their projects and are strongly influenced by today's digital shift in daily life.

Definition of catalysator
Cultural Creative Industries are part of a multi-dimensional eco-system of urban & city conditions, 
economic challenges and cultural impulses and ideas. Culture and Creativity is understood as an 
open system and diverse activities of personal expressions (UNESCO approach).

Method to utilize the catalysator
ecce recommends Bottom-Up and integrated development policies for the creative industries as a 
driver for innovating cities and regions in its multiple aspects.

Example Creative.Quarter Ruhr
The usual conceptions of Creative.Quarters are the ones of empty buildings and cheap rent places 
at former industrial premises or ones connected with the inner city. However, Creative.Quarters 
can also result in the form of permit free spaces from municipal and regional authorities and 
administrations. The term Creative.Quarters is defined by ecce consciously by not rigid building 
typologies or formal criteria, but by the requirements and needs of the target group. A fallow land 
for example is subject to other criteria than a quarter in the city which is in the process of change. 
That’s why ecce has developed criteria which take into consideration a visible relocation of 
creativity, thus defining four types of Creative.Quarters:

- Area development by public cultural investment
- Area development by private investment
- Sector-specific location development
- Temporary artistic use.

For Cultural Creative industries to spillover in urban development an institutional form had to be 
found, which contains the strengths of the Bottom-Up procedures. To this purpose, one reverted to 
the experience of other town development processes and established for the institutionalisation of 
the targets and functions, the form of municipal roundtables, at which representatives of divergent 
interest groups from cultural creative economy, city administration and private sector were given 
the possibility to meet on an equal footing.

Infrastructures needed for Cultural Creative Industries to catalyse territorial development:
- Integrative and Bottom-Up processes in an urban quarter for at least five years
- A local agency in the urban quarter for temporary projects to test innovative strategies in 

iterative cycles – big one time projects are not sustainable
- Capacity to develop informal and formal dialogues, structures and re-adjust / optimise their 

framing within the first five years
- Innovative re-use of a building in the urban quarter in turmoil to make change possible –

funds for rent etc. need to be appropriate
- Visibility of the activities but also of the (often hidden, almost invisible) dialogue processes
- An external neutral facilitator which is not a stakeholder in the urban quarter to moderate 

local interests (to avoid traditional prisoner dilemma of urban development) and to drive the 
general strategy.
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